Necessity is the mother of all inventions
(How primary/secondary pumping came to be)

Primary/Secondary pumping... It seems to have become the “catch-phrase” of the hydronics industry over the last few years and rightly so. Its applications are virtually endless and the benefits of this piping technique have solved many problems over the years. But where did this piping technique come from and WHY is it so useful?

An engineer from Bell & Gossett named Gil Carlson originally developed this piping technique. This is the same Gil Carlson who promoted the concept of “pumping away” from the point of no pressure change (placing the system circulators on the supply); he developed circuit setters to balance multiple circuits and developed a famous engineering tool known as the B&G “System Syzer”. He was instrumental in developing and promoting engineering principals and piping techniques as the world of hydronic heating developed.

As the story goes, Gil was called out to the field to troubleshoot a recently installed commercial hydronic system that was not working. It was a large garden-style apartment complex. The system was designed to operate as a “mono-flo” heating system. And as you know, a “mono-flo” system relies on one primary circulator to pump hot water around the heating main. Piped off this main are risers that feed the various pieces of radiation. Now remember this is not a two-pipe system where there is a separate supply and return main. With a “mono-flo” system, there is only ONE main and each riser’s supply and return pipe is connected to this single main. When the water is circulated around this main, what is going to cause some of the water to “jump off” and flow into the radiation circuit? That is where the mono-flo fittings come into play. From the outside, a mono-flo fitting looks like an ordinary tee, but on the inside there is a cone-shaped fitting that reduces the opening of the tee. This reduction causes pressure drop as the water flows along the primary main. And it is this pressure drop that causes a portion of the water to move off the main and into the radiation circuit. On the problem job that Gil was called out to troubleshoot, the water was flowing nice and hot along the main, but was NOT flowing up into the radiation circuits. After some investigating, he found out that two different engineering firms were involved in the system design. One was responsible for the boiler room and primary main piping. The other firm was responsible for the distribution piping throughout the buildings. What happened was the primary main piping was significantly undersized and the distribution and radiation piping was oversized. When you put these two mistakes together in a large mono-flo system, the result is NO-HEAT throughout the complex! After much arguing and “finger-pointing”, Gil decided to try an idea. His thought was to install a small, in-line booster pump on the supply riser of each building. His idea was to turn on the booster pumps every time the main circulator was running. The booster pumps would be able to overcome the pressure drop of their own risers and radiation circuits, thus establishing the needed flow to heat the buildings. One problem that he had to contend with was the problem of installing all these small-
er booster pumps in series with the larger primary pump. To overcome this problem, he came up with the idea of installing a piece of piping that was connected from the supply to return riser. The pipe, which he referred to as the “common pipe”, was common to both the riser circuit piping and the primary main piping. When all was said and done, the problems went away, the buildings heated as designed and a new and innovative method of pumping multiple circulators was born. By the way, this all took place back in the early 1950s!

The Simplicity of Primary/Secondary

When two piping circuits are connected, flow in one circuit will cause flow to occur in the other circuit based upon the pressure drop in the piping common to both circuits. This describes exactly how a mono-flo system is supposed to operate. Flow in the primary main will cause some flow to occur in the mono-flo circuit due to the pressure drop of the mono-flo fittings in the piping common to both circuits. What Gil discovered some 50 years ago, was if the pressure drop in the piping common to both circuits was eliminated, flow in one circuit will not necessarily cause flow to occur in the other circuit.

That is the basis for Primary/Secondary Pumping; the pressure drop in the common pipe has to be virtually eliminated. By keeping the pressure drop very low, you have hydraulically isolated one loop from the other. Therefore, each loop’s circulator can operate as if the other circulator does not exist. The benefit of this is you can have different size circulators co-exist without pumping problems. You can isolate flow through the off circuits by simply turning off that particular circuit’s pump. You can prevent heat from traveling into off circuits (boilers, radiation zones, etc...). The spacing of the supply and return tees for each secondary circuit is critical. By keeping the tees close together (maximum 3-4 pipe diameters apart), the pressure drop between the tees is negligible.

Therefore, as the primary pump is circulating water along the main, the water will not flow through the secondary circuit if its circulator is off. You have successfully isolated one circuit from the other.

Law of the TEE

Gil used to say that to fully understand primary/secondary pumping, you had to understand the concept of “the law of the tee”. What he was referring to is what happens in the common piping. The flow rate and the direction of the flow rate that occurs in the common pipe needs to be discussed. Because we have hydraulically isolated one circuit from the other, we can have different flow rates occurring in each circuit. These different flow rates will meet in the common piping. What occurs there can be very interesting. The flow in the primary piping can be greater than the flow in the secondary circuit, the flow rates can be equal and the secondary flow rate may be greater than the primary. What is the significance of all this? Well, with different flow rates coming together in this “common pipe”, mixing of water temperatures is going to occur. And depending upon the flow rates of the primary circuit versus the secondary flow rate, you can mix down supply water temperatures that are going to the secondary circuit. You can elevate the return water’s temperature going back to the primary main. The possibilities are endless and that is one of the reasons why a system designed with primary/secondary pumping can achieve what other more traditional systems can not.

Fast forward to today’s modern hydronic heating systems. Multiple boilers, multiple water temperatures, different types of heating terminal units in the same heating system (fan coils, baseboard, panel radiators and radiant heating). All of these applications can and do incorporate some form of primary/secondary pumping. To keep up with these modern systems, a few manufacturers have introduced a modern primary/secondary arrangement called a “Low loss Header”. This new device simplifies the P/S piping circuit and also eliminates a few other necessary components. They provide air separation, dirt collection and most importantly hydraulic separation from the boiler circuit to the distribution circuit.

If you have any questions or comments, e-mail me at gcarey@fiainc.com or call me at FIA. 1-800-423-7187 or follow me on Twitter at @Ask_Gcarey
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